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Repair
The world today is pulling me apart
I haven't seen any faces that
Respond my soul
this urgent need for desire
The things we search and places where we go
Without a thought
how will we ever know
A quest that surely leads us into disaster
Looking for love without pain
Chasing your thoughts through my brain
I cannot feel desire
I can't repair the wire that connected our worlds
Running away from the hurt
Sending a signal to your world
Awaiting conﬁrmation
I am standing patiently in the dark
Your heart in vain is beating in your chest
Is it too late to answer my request?
A life that is
intended to lead one another
Before you leave and vanish in the dark
I'm sending out an everlasting spark
A light that will guide you into my haven
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Moscow Paris
Big scar
Where are you from
Next time
I can't go wrong
When day breaks
Resting where the witches lied
Time line
Out of sight
My mind
Mystiﬁed
While you mind
Living in the ordinary world
Rush now
Don't be late tonight
The lights will shine upon you
Be tycoons of the club
Dance Moscow
Let your body work
Dance Paris
Your mind will go berserk
United for a lifetime
At night
You're haunted by depressions
That you will never ﬁnd
A greater peace of mind
So you're longing for the day
You conceive true
Love and passion
Devotion of a kind
A greater peace of mind
This lazarus heart
Within my chest
Won't stop beating
Salvation is best
When served chilled
To stop the bleeding
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Collector
Her beauty confuses me
I couldn't follow all her moods sometimes
She is my secret guest
I used to have daydreams about her
But I can't ever get to know her (in the ordinary way)
Money lets you do whatever you want
Collector
Life rejector
Anti-life, anti-art, anti-everything
Collector
the lonely wolf
Why do you take all life out of life?
Time in prison is endless time
There was a silence I spoke as plain as words
Away from night from what I want to be
Awoke and found myself alone in this crypt
Your love is desperately
Have you ever had before a living beauty
You've ended - You don't even share it
All alone you are and all alone you die
I won't give in - your love is just a lie
You've pinned me in this little room
I shan't struggle – I'll let you do what you like / is it day or night
Trapped in this crypt
Alive in the way that death is alive
Having her was enough – nothing needed doing
I'm waiting for you to do something
All these people searching and we knowing the answer
Why do you kill all the beauty?
And I knew more and more I couldn't let her go
And noblesse oblige all over again
Choose the common life
Choose to be alive
You're so without mercy
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Opposite Sides
Hopeless dreamers
Restless believers
(Watch me) share my kisses on the dance ﬂoor
Needless aﬀections
Priceless connections
It's about time you make me feel
No more transition
One last seduction
(Watch me) crawling like a snake begging for more
Expecting little
Acting equivalent
All for nothing in the end
Now it's time to walk the line
I will certainly not cry
When the sun comes up
We will be on opposite sides
When the ﬁre begins to set
Trembling emotions, regrets
Doubts and neverending lines
Expecting little
Acting equivalent
All for nothing in the end
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Life Is Porn
Lately
I've been running around
Without a notice
Where I should turn, why I should learn
All those new ways of thinking
Lately
I stopped running around
Before the breakdown
Too much of them, Too little me
Restructure priority
Life is porn - Go fuck yourself
Life is storm - Go shift yourself
Life is torn - Go drown yourself
Life is scorn - Go laugh at yourself
Maybe
I was wrong and in doubt
Without a reason
Trusting myself, Asking myself
Is it worth to be ﬁghting
Maybe
Someone else will come out
And take on my place
Life means to change, Life is so strange
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Fields of Grey
Seems like ages we were lost and found
Until I realized
It is so long ago
Still I search those places now and then
But there's no quick relief
For everlasting grief
Through the fears and battlegrounds
All the time I searched the answer
Standing in these ﬁelds of grey
As the world is fading away
Bound to fail forever in despair
What was truly ours
Became indiﬀerent
And for every second I believed
We maintain the balance
While I'm ﬂoating on
Around these walls of hate I held your hand
And we looked alright
And we turned the tide
Indestructible and in between
Only for the world
Only for you and me
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The Muse
My friend, where have you gone
Only tears to dwell upon
And they keep saying your life will show
My heart, your mind is wrong
Only stars to carry on
And they keep saying your nights will glow
The touch, the wolf within
Only doubts to calm the storm
And they keep saying the crack will grow
There she goes
A metaphor in disguise - Her thoughts are never sleeping
Fill me with your life - And leave me in your keeping
The inspiration game - She plays without retrieving
And in the ﬁnest hour - She takes without deceiving
My ﬂesh, your hunting prey
Only words to seal the wounds
And they keep saying the blood will ﬂow
The kiss, the demon mask
Only fragments inside my brain
And they keep saying to let you go
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Modern Talking
The distance in your lines
Between the words of solitude
My inside hurt
You need to read between the lines
I try to life our lie
Closest to extinction
Without alert
Everyday we try to pretend
The mysteries of life
Will only come to certain people
Who dare to look beyond
The mysteries of life
Will only come to certain people
Who dare to breathe in – to breathe out
Now I can see
And face reality
Find truth, ﬁnd peace
My life's a query
It's time to see
And face reality
why you, why we
Play solitary
You blinded me with light
A beauty without meaning
The ﬁction worked
Until I opened up my eyes
Betraying only once
But never is forgotten
A scream unheard
It will remain inside of me
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The Garden of Delight
She breeds tumors in her backyard at night
Hides from daylight and from curious eyes
Beware of what you're about to ﬁnd
Beware of secrets in your crooked mind
And when the water started falling
And washed away her sins
Eternal voices calling
From a battleﬁeld within
A place to hide your sorrow
And ﬁnd rescue at night
I'll be sleeping in her garden
In her garden of light
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Ghost
Braindead – a state of mind
Mindless – defeated and blind
Weakness – a second in time
Restless – to deal with the things you left behind
Anger – a feeling besides
Destruction – result to resign
Counting – what's left to achieve
Counting – on what you really want to believe
Erase the ghost from the past
Make this moment count and last
Look to the skies an endless galaxy of light is waiting
Maybe the road is way too long
And noone home when you return
Your memories will mend the doubts and help you to move on now
Your heart my source and stepping stone
Your faith I lay my trust upon
Conceive the future within seconds our time is fading
Erase the ghost from the past
Make this moment count and last
Look to the skies an endless galaxy of light is waiting
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Mystify
All veils and misty
Streets of blue
Almond looks
That chill divine
Some silken moment goes on forever
And we're leaving broken hearts behind
Mystify, mystify me
Mystify, mystify me
I need perfection some twisted selection
That tangles me to keep me alive
In all that exists
Well, none has your beauty
I see your face and I will survive
Mystify, mystify me
Mystify, mystify me
Eternally wild with the power
To make every moment come alive
All those stars that shine upon you
Will kiss you every night
All veils and misty
Streets of blue
Almond looks
That chill divine
Some silken moment goes on forever
And we're leaving
Yeah we're leaving broken hearts behind
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Parallel World
The treason of lovers
A reason for others
To run and hide away
The courage to distress
A nightlife to assess
Who was right anyway
Leave a light on
We're living in a parallel world
We're living in this parallel dream
And I want to know if there's life on the other side
So leave a light on
I see you in your parallel world
I feel you in my parallel dream
And I want to know if there's life on the other side
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